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E-Discovery is E-Everywhere!
E-Discovery is Everywhere!

- Emails
- Documents
- PDFs
- Spreadsheets
- PowerPoints
- Images
- Videos
- Social Media
- GPS coordinates
- YouTube
- The Internet of Things (IoT)

Electronically Stored Information (ESI)
When is a Case “too small” for E-Discovery?

Trick Question!
Let’s Talks Ethics...

• **VERY** exciting!

• Model Rules and analogous State rules on competency – “**COMPETENCY**”

• California E-Discovery Ethics Opinion
FRCP and State Rules

• The FRCP “E-Discovery” Amendments
• States that have adopted the FRCP amendments
• What is a “Meet & Confer” and why would I want to meet OR confer?
Can I Be Social By Myself?

...or do we have to use e-discovery there too?
The Dangers of Self Collection
Microsoft Outlook is NOT a Document Review Tool!
Cloud-Based Document Review Platforms

Logikcull
www.logikcull.com

Nextpoint
www.nextpoint.com

Lexbe
www.lexbe.com

Everlaw
www.everlaw.com

GoldFynch
www.goldfynch.com

eDiscovery Point
http://legalsolutions.thomsonreuters.com
Workflow When You Receive a PST File...

1. Make a “working copy”
2. Log into Logikcull
3. Upload the PST as you would upload a picture to Facebook
4. Read the emails and tag appropriately
Re option date - 597086.msg

From: Kate Symes
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2001 2:10:00 PM
To: Evelyn Metoyer
Subject: Re: option date - 597086

I'm not sure what's going on with these options, but I entered them as 2 PM expiry, then got a message that they were 2 AM from Stephanie Piwetz this morning, changed them AGAIN, and now they're back to 2 AM. I've changed them again, but I honestly have no idea why they keep going back. Please let me know if you see the expiry as 2 PM now.

Thanks,
Kate

Re Prebon deal errors from yesterday.msg

From: Kate Symes
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2001 10:56:00 AM
To: Evelyn Metoyer
Subject: Re: Prebon deal errors from yesterday

I double-checked with Bob, and he said...
Quick View Plus 2017

#1 Desktop File Viewer for Business Productivity, eDiscovery, Native File Review, and Computer Forensics

Quick View Plus 2017 is built for productivity. View 300+ file formats without the need for the applications they were created in. Whether you’re looking for a file viewer for your desktop or laptop, or need more advanced capabilities for eDiscovery, native file review, or computer forensics, Quick View Plus 2017 has everything you need.

$99*
*Annual subscription.

Overview  Features  Specifications  Support  How To Buy

Improve Productivity
Quick View Plus 2017 provides one interface for searching, viewing, copying and printing nearly any file. It integrates easily with document management systems, review platforms, and litigation case management applications.

Advanced File Viewing
Quick View Plus 2017 views more than 300 different file formats. In addition, it delivers extended features including metadata view and search, command-line integration with third-party.

www.avantstar.com
Collecting Social Media...

Page Vault
www.page-vault.com

Social Evidence
www.social-evidence.com
Collecting Text Messages...

iExplorer

iExplorer is the ultimate iPhone manager. It transfers music, messages, photos, files and everything else from any iPhone, iPod, iPad or iTunes backup to any Mac or PC computer. It's lightweight, quick to install, free to try, and up to 70x faster and more resource efficient than the competition.

Download iExplorer  Buy

www.macroplant.com
Collecting Text Messages...

www.evichat.com
• YOU play the most important part in keeping TECHSHOW exciting. *Please complete the Speaker evaluation before you leave.*

• Reserve the dates!
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